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Let R be a ring with identity and AK the category of unital right 
R-modules. Let V be an injective right R-module and let 9(V) denote the 
full subcategory of AV~ consisting of all modules of V-dominant dimension 
>2 (see Tachikawa [7], Kato [l], and Morita [S]). 
In [6] Popesco and Gabriel have established the following theorem: 
THEOREM 0. Let Y be a Grothendieck category, U E Y, S = End(U), 
AS the category of unital right S-modules, and (T, H) an adjoint pair, 
H=Hom(U, -)S: 9 2 AS: T. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) U is a generator for 2. 
(2) H is full and faithful. 
(3) The adjunction TH -+ 1 is an equivalence and T is exact. 
(4) T is exact and induces an equivalence 
2 - AJKer T. 
Theorem 0 has a high aim in representing each Grothendieck category 
9 as a quotient category AS/Ker T of A’... But then it indicates also an 
existence of an equivalence induced by H: 
6P-Im H. 
In connection with this viewpoint, Tachikawa [7] has proved a version of 
the Popesco-Gabriel theorem for 2 = A%‘~ especially, characterizing Im H 
directly as Im H= 49(H( V)) with V an injective cogenerator for J%‘~ (cf. 
Kato [3]). The main purpose of this note is, extending his theorem to 
6p = d;p( V) with V injective generally, to give explicitly a ring-theoretical 
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version of the Popesco-Gabriel theorem for dp = Y( V). Including a full 
description of the left adjoint T to H, several remarks are added in relation 
between our theorem and the Popesco-Gabriel theorem in the original ver- 
sion. 
Let V be an injective right R-module. Then, as is known, each right 
R-module A4 has the V-localization, that is, a homomorphism 
tiM: A4+ L(M) 
satisfying 
(1) Both Ker d,,,, and Cok q5,,,, are V-torsion, i.e., 
Hom(Ker dM, V,) = Hom(Cok d,,,,, V,) = 0, 
(2) L(M) E mu 
It turns out that dM is the reflection of M in 2’(V) and that 
becomes the V-localization functor (the reflector of ,AR in S!‘(V), i.e., the 
left adjoint of the inclusion functor Y(V) + AR). It is also known that 
Y(V) forms an abelian category. But then one may obtain more precisely 
PROPOSITION 1. Let V be an injective right R-module and 
the V-localization jiunctor. For a homomorphism f: A4 + N in Y(V), we have 
(1) Kerf=f-‘(0) in Y(V). 
(2) Cok f= L(N/JM) in Y(V). 
(3) ImS=L(fM) (fMcL(fM)cN) in S?(V). 
(4) Coimf= L(M/fP1(0)) in 3(V). 
(5) The canonical isomorphism (the parallel off in JY~) 
f: M/y-‘(O) -kfM 
induces the isomorphic parallel off in Y(V): 
COROLLARY 2. Let V be an injective right R-module. Then a sequence in 
=wv 
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is exact in .Y( V) tf and only tf it leads to an exact sequence in &!R 
O-+M’-bM-+M”+X+O 
with X V-torsion. 
Let U and V be right R-modules. Recall that V is U-distinguished (in J1L’R) 
if, for each nonzero homomorphism f: X--f V (XE AR) there exists a 
homomorphism g: U -+ X with fg # 0 (Kato [4]). As is easily observed, V is 
U-distinguished if and only if, for each nonzero homomorphism f: R-F V 
there exists a homomorphism g: U + R with fg # 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let U and V be right R-modules, and I the trace ideal of U in 
R. Then V is U-distinguished if and only if 
Hom(R/Z, VR) = 0. 
Proof It follows from Kato [4, Lemma 31 that V is U-distinguished if 
and only if 
Hom(R/Z, V,)~{VEV~VZ=O}=O. 
Let V be an injective right R-module again. Before stating our main 
theorem, recall also the V-localization Q of a ring R as follows (see e.g. 
Kato [2]): 
(1) Q acquires a ring structure via the canonical isomorphisms 
Q=Hom(R Q,)=Hom(Q, Qd 
so that the V-localization dR: R + Q is a ring homomorphism. 
(2) If ME Y( V), then A4 becomes a right Q-module compatibly with 
the V-localization #R: R -+ Q via the canonical isomorphisms 
Mz Hom( R, MR) % Hom( Q, MR). 
(3) If A4 E AQ and NE 9(V), then each R-homomorphism M + N 
turns out to be a Q-homomorphism. 
(4) V is a faithful injective right Q-module. 
(5) The functors 
Hom(Q,, - JQ: y( VA 2 yP(V,): Hom(QQ, - JR 
are equivalences. 
THEOREM 4. Let V be an injective right R-module, U E 9( V), S= 
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End( U,), and Q the V-localization of R. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) U is a generator for Z( V). 
(2) V is U-distinguished in J&ee. 
(3) The Hom-functors 
HOW U,, - )s: .Y( V) 2 LZ’( W): Hom( Ug, - )R 
are equivalences, where 
W, = Hom( U,, V), and JJs* = ,&om(U,, Q),. 
(4) Hom(Q/Z, VR) = 0 with I the trace ideal of U in Q. 
Proof (1) = (2) Letf: Q + V be a nonzero Q-homomorphism. Then f 
is a nonzero R-homomorphism in P’(V). Since U is a generator for P’(V), 
there exists an R-homomorphism g: U + Q with fg # 0. But then g: U -+ Q 
turns out to be a Q-homomorphism, so V is U-distinguished in A’o. 
(2) * (3) Noting S= End( U,) = End( U,), put 
W,=Hom(Uo, V),=Hom(U,, V),, 
&J,* = QHom(UQ, Q),= &om(U,, Q),. 
Since V is U-distinguished and injective in A&, the functors 
Hom(U,, - )s: 2’( Va) i? 6p( W,): Hom( Ug, - )o 
are equivalences according to Kato [4, Theorem 21. But then the functors 
Hom(Q,, - IQ: =W V,J 2 =W VQ): Hom(QQ, - JR 
are equivalences also, and so we obtain the composed equivalences 
H = Hom( UR, - ).+ 5?( V,) Ft 9( W,): Hom( Ug, - )R = H*. 
(3)=(l) SinceUEY(V)andS=End(U,)=H(U),wehaveSEY(W) 
and UZ H*H( U) = H*(S) a generator for Y(V), for S is a generator for 
-w WI. 
(2)o (4) Noting that I is also the trace ideal of U, in Q and that 
Q/IE A!o, V is U-distinguished in Jlte if and only if 
Hom( Q/Z, VR) = Hom( Q/Z, Va) = 0 
in view of Lemma 3. 
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Remarks. In the situation of our theorem, 
(1) UR is a generator for 9( V,) if and only if U, is a generator for 
m V,). 
(2) W is an injective right S-module by Kato [4, Theorem 31 (cf. 
Walker and Walker [8, Proposition 3.11). 
(3) Let L: AS + Z( W) be the W-localization functor. Then 
H’=Hom(U,, -)s:9(v)+%/& 
is a ‘full faithful functor, to which the composed functor 
T= H*L = Hom( Ug, L( - ))R: AS + 9(V) 
is a left adjoint, since L is a left adjoint of the inclusion functor 
J: 9(W) + AS. We thus represent a left adjoint T of H’ = JH as T= H*L 
explicitly. 
(4) The adjunction LJ+ 1 is an equivalence, so the adjunction 
H*LJH = TH’ + 1 is also an equivalence. 
(5) It follows from Proposition 1 that both 9(V) and 9(W) are 
abelian. Now H* is an equivalence between abelian categories, so H* is 
exact. This, together with the exactness of L, leads to the exactness of 
T= H*L. 
(6) As for Ker T, it follows directly from T= H*L that 
KerT={YE&‘SIL(Y)=O)={YE&SIHom(Y, W,)=O} 
={YEJ&IH~~(Y@,U, V,)=O} 
={YEJ&~H~~(Y@,U, VR)=O}. 
(7) Let H be the ring of integers and Q the field of rational numbers. 
Then Q is Q-distinguished in J&, whereas Q is not Q-distinguished in AZ. 
This example shows that V is not necessarily U-distinguished in AR in our 
theorem. 
In the following E( -) denotes the injective hull. 
LEMMA 5. Let Q be a ring with identity, UE A&, U* = Hom( U,, Q), 
and I the trace ideal of U in Q. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Q is U-distinguished in Jltp. 
(2) E(Q) is U-distinguished in A&. 
(3 ) I is a dense right ideal of Q. 
(4) U* is a faithful left Q-module. 
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Proof: (l)-(2) by Kato [4, Theorem 11, (2)0(3) by Lemma3, and 
(1) o (4) by Kato [4, Example 23 again. 
COROLLARY 6. Let Q be the maximal right quotient ring of R, 
U E Y(E(R,)), S = End( U,), U* = Hom( U,, Q), and Z the trace ideal of U 
in Q. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) U is a generator for S?(E(R,)). 
(2) Q is U-distinguished in AQ. 
(3) Z is a dense right ideal of Q. 
(4) U* is a faithful left Q-module. 
(5) The Horn-functors 
HoMU,, - Is: =WE(R,d) 2 WE(G)): Hom(UJ, -JR 
are equivalences. 
Proof This follows from Theorem 4 and Lemma 5 together, observing 
V, = E(R), V, = E(Q), and 
W,=Hom(U,, E(R)),=Hom(U,, E(Q)),=EWom(UQ, Qls) 
= E(Hom(U,, Q)d = E(G) 
(Kato [4, Theorem 31). 
EXAMPLE 7. Let M be a right R-module. Then there exists an injective 
M-distinguished right R-module I’ which cogenerates each M-distinguished 
right R-module (Kato [4, Theorem 11). Let 
be the V-localization of M. Then U is a generator for Z(V). In fact, let 
f: Q + V be a nonzero Q-homomorphism with Q the V-localization of R. 
Since V is M-distinguished in AK, there exists an R-homomorphism 
g: M --) Q with fg # 0. But then g factors (uniquely) through dM, 
h4 M-U 
1’ 
lh g 
ii 
Now h: U--f Q turns out to be a Q-homomorphism and 
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sofh # 0. It follows that V is U-distinguished in J&, or equivalently, U is a 
generator for Y(V) by Theorem 4. 
Remark. A category 9 is a Grothendieck category if and only if there 
exists an equivalence 
for a ring R, which is so chosen that dom dim R, 2 2 (Morita [S, 
Theorem 8.31). 
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